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Can you
stand-in?
David Edwards

A stand-in for film and television is a person who substitutes for the actor before filming,
for technical purposes such as lighting and camera setup. Stand-ins are helpful in the initial
processes of film and television production.
Stand-ins allow the director of photography to light the set and the camera department
to light and focus scenes while the actors are absent. The director will often ask stand-ins to
deliver the scene dialogue (“ lines”) and walk through (“blocking”) the scenes to be filmed.
Stand-ins are distinguished from body doubles, who replace actors on camera from
behind, in makeup, or during dangerous stunts. Stand-ins do not appear on camera.
However, on some productions the jobs of stand-in and double may be done by the same
person. In rare cases, a stand-in will appear on screen, sometimes as an in-joke. For
instance, the actress who pretends to be Ann Darrow in the stage show during the final act
of King Kong (2005) is played by Naomi Watts’ stand-in, Julia Walshaw.
Stand-ins do not necessarily look like the actor, but they must have the same skin
tone, hair color, height and build as the actor so that the lighting in a scene will be set up
correctly. For example, if the lighting is set up with a stand-in shorter than an actor, the
actor might end up having his or her head in relative darkness.
From Wikipedia
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Tina Simmons with Ellen Green who she stood-in for on Little Shop of Horrors.
Photo taken at a screening of the director’s cut at the Prince Charles cinema in
2019 and obviously Ellen Greene was blonde in the film.
Photo from Tina Simmons.
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or many years film production required stand-ins for not only the main stars
but also for certain supporting actors. The stand-in was required for lighting
purposes when the camera department was lighting not only the set, but of
course actors and actresses. This could often be a very lengthy and complex procedure
and good reason why stand-ins were employed for main actors to be able to remain in
their dressing room or trailer. During my time working for Central Casting, I’ve spent
many hours on film sets observing this work and to be honest I was initially surprised
just how long it could take. Later, I could appreciate just how vital the task was having
observed very long discussions between the director and the lighting cameraman.
Stand-ins would of course have to carefully watch the scene rehearsal and then replace
the actor on the set and follow the exact and precise steps of the person they were
standing in. I know many Film Artistes Association (FAA) members would have liked
to have been a stand-in purely because of the amount of work one could acquire, but
the job did not suit everyone and for some could be tedious and boring, but it was a
job that required a lot of skill.
Many people might think a stand-in needs to look like the actor, but that is not
always the case as while similar height, hair colour and build were Central Casting’s
prime objective it often did not apply. Sometimes assistant directors (ADs) would
have spoken to the camera department and nominate a certain member that they had
previously used and were most comfortable with. From Central Casting’s viewpoint
our main aim was to keep the ADs and camera department happy, but this could
upset and annoy the FAA who always felt that Central Casting should allocate
stand-ins on a rotation basis, thus spreading the work more evenly throughout the
union’s membership. This of course sounded fair and equitable, but certainly was not
favourable or acceptable to production companies bringing big feature films into the
UK. Central Casting’s feelings were that they should give producers what they want
and not antagonise the ADs. Therefore, some nominated stand-ins might not exactly
fit the description of the main artiste. I am reliably informed that the biggest qualities
a stand-in needed was always – punctuality, not to annoy the star, pay attention to
everything and of course apply common sense.
During 1973, Paramount Pictures came to Pinewood Studios with a big budget
Robert Redford film – The Great Gatsby. The production had already shot scenes
in America and Robert Redford brought his own stand-in over with him. This was
not a happy situation for the FAA as General Secretary Sean Brannigan wanted an
FAA member to stand-in for Mr Redford. Eventually Mr Brannigan gave permission
providing a full day’s pay/chit was paid to the FAA every day that Mr Redford’s
stand-in worked. Central Casting, like many others, assumed the daily chit would be
either paid into the FAA Benevolent Fund or given to needing or struggling members.
Rumours at the time suggested the money was not used for that purpose. Paramount
could easily absorb that sum of money within their large film budget, but one could
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argue that they should not have had to pay. Trade unions were of course much stronger
then and Mr Brannigan could shout louder than most people and the producers wanted
a quiet life with no added problems.
In some cases, a big major star would make a strong connection with their stand-in.
One case which comes to mind was an FAA member named Eric Wetherall, who was a
very experienced crowd artiste. I am not aware of when Eric first stood in for the great
Gregory Peck, but Eric once proudly showed me a silver cigarette case that Gregory Peck
gave him. Inside the lid was engraved the last six or seven films they worked on together.
I cannot remember all the titles, but recall seeing Moby Dick, The Million Pound Note
and The Guns of Navarone. It was a very beautiful and personal item that meant so much
to Eric. I know Mr Peck was extremely fond of Eric and he would invite him down to his
home in the south of France as well as laying on a car to get Eric to and from the studio
or location. I see Eric in old films and it always makes me feel good knowing that I knew
the man and what a lovely person he was.
Sometimes a member will form a strong friendly and genuine bond with an actress
as with Joan Field when she stood in for Pauline Collins. Following their first meeting
Pauline would always say to ADs that Joan Field was her stand-in and insist Joan was
on set and most times Joan would be available. I know both Joan and Pauline are close
today as Pauline’s husband actor John Alderton has driven and picked Joan up and
taken her home to Highgate for lunch with Pauline. I hasten to add that Joan and
Pauline are the exception as naturally not every star would want that closeness with their
stand-in, but Pauline is a most genuine and loyal friend of Joan. Another stand-in that
had a connection with Pauline Collins was Eileen Bellson (Roberts). Eileen married
BAFTA winning camera operator Mike Roberts in 1974. Mike had worked with greats
like Spielberg, Zinneman, Attenborough, Neil Jordan and Roland Joffe and was highly
regarded in the business, when in 2000 while filming Chocolat on location he was found
dead in his bed. It was a true tragedy for all on the film and of course Mike’s wife Eileen
and their lovely daughters. Eileen had previously stood in for Pauline Collins when Joan
Field was not available and sometime after Mike’s passing, Eileen was standing in for
another actress on the same film that Pauline was on. When Pauline saw Eileen, she
came straight over and gave her a massive hug. That hug from Pauline said it all about
how she felt about Mike Roberts and Eileen. There was a lovely screen tribute to Mike on
the Chocolat credits where it should still be there today. Eileen had many other actresses
she stood in for including Jane Seymour on Clash of the Titans and Live and Let Die
which involved going to New Orleans. Eileen had also stood in for the brilliant Leslie
Caron on Valentino and other films. Eileen also stood in for Lesley Dunlop and Mia
Sara on Legend plus numerous other actresses.
It is sometimes possible that stand-ins are such a strong requirement that UK based
productions will take them all over Europe as well as the USA. Fran Hunter was perhaps
the most prolific of stand-ins where her actresses she stood in for include Diane Keaton
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John Triplett
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on Reds, Shirley MacLaine on TV’s Shirley’s World, Liv Ullman on Abdication, Geraldine
Page, Faye Dunaway on Supergirl and The Wicked Lady, Catherine Deneuve on The
Hunger, Maggie Smith, Diana Rigg and Angela Lansbury. Reds was a tough six month
shoot where Fran travelled to Spain, Sweden and Finland to stand-in for Diane Keaton.
At the end of filming, Diane Keaton was very lovely to Fran and bought her a beautiful
gift and was a wonderful star for Fran to stand-in for. Diane also commented on how
close Fran was to resembling herself. Director Warren Beatty would also enjoy joking
with Fran by saying she was the stand-in for his older sister on that big flop at Pinewood
(Shirley’s World that was promptly dropped). Fran has many happy memories of working
on Reds and together with Diane Keaton she rates the experience most highly among the
great volumes of her work.
Yet another in demand stand-in was Sue Heimer who took on a very long stand-in
for Barbara Bain on Space 1999 at Pinewood from 1975 to 1977. Sue had also stood
in for Farah Fawcett on Saturn 3 where Sue tells me how she was told by production
staff not to look or speak to Farah. Once shooting was underway Sue was asked to see
Farah where she was so friendly, warm and lovely. After all that hype, Sue found her
very down to earth and a wonderful star to stand-in for. Sue also stood in for Cybill
Shepherd on The Lady Vanishes that was not so pleasant, Valerie Perine on Superman
and going back to 1967, Lynn Redgrave on Smashing Time. Sue’s mother was the very
beautiful Rene Heimer who had been a Rank starlet in the 1940s. Rene continued to
act in small parts and eventually made an enormous connection and friendship with
Elizabeth Taylor, Audrey Hepburn and Sophia Loren having stood in for all three
talented ladies. According to daughter Sue, they remained in contact up to Miss Taylor
and Miss Hepburn’s passing. Rene also stood in for Claire Bloom and Jean Simmons
plus many more. Rene was of course well known by ADs and directors and would always
be placed close to camera as they knew Rene could act and be so natural. Rene did make
a move into wardrobe but sadly passed away in 1994. A final word on the Space 1999 TV
series is that Barbara Bain’s husband Martin Landau was her co-star where both Alan
Meacham and John Clifford were his stand-ins and the lovely Ron Watkins stood in for
Nick Tate. Argh, those happy days at Pinewood!
Another FAA member who obtained a large amount of stand-in work was Vic
Gallucci where the stars he has stood in for include Robert De Niro on Brazil, Tom
Cruise on Legend, Gabriel Byrne on The Keep, Peter Sellers on two Pink Panthers, John
Hurt on Champion, Tom Skerritt on Alien, Dominic Guard on Absolution, Fulton
Mackay on Porridge and his friend Graham Stark several times. Vic also stood in for
Marcel Marceau on the big advertising campaign for Polaroid where Vic claims that
Marcel never said a word to him throughout the entire shoot. Vic went on to work for 14
years on The Bill as DC Tom Baker where he is listed in the Guinness Book of Records as
the World’s longest serving extra. Vic still presents his annual Classic Charity Car Show
on the Isle of Wight which is now in its 19th year.
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One must not over- look an actress named Tina Simmons who has a large CV of
stand-ins that include Lee Remick on many films including the classic The Omen, The
Medusa Touch and Hennessy, Ellen Greene on Little Shop of Horrors, Olivia Newton
John, Helen Mirren, Julie Ege, Britt Ekland, Jessica Lange, Ingrid Pitt, Victoria
Tennant and so many more. Tina keeps in touch with Ellen Greene where just before
Covid they both attended a cast reunion screening of the excellent Little Shop of
Horrors.
Another very highly rated stand-in was Aidan Harrington who had played several
small parts in his early career and then found a large amount of work as a crowd
artiste and stand-in. To name just a few of his stand-ins, Peter Finch on A Bequest to
the Nation and others, Gene Barry on The Adventurer, Burt Reynolds on Rough Cut,
George C Scott and Albert Finney on his UK films. When Aidan stood in for Peter
Lawford in 1968’s Salt and Pepper and at the end of shooting Mr Lawford invited
Aidan up to the Dorchester Hotel for a farewell drink. Upon arrival Lawford took
Aidan up to his suite and to a large wardrobe containing 40 quality suits. The star
told Aidan to take what suits he wanted as they would not be shipped back to the
USA. Aidan took three suits, but prior to the actor returning to America, he had the
remainder of all the suits delivered to Aidan’s home. Aidan did so much work where
it was rumoured that he had kept every single call sheet from films he had worked
on and that must have been some collection. Aidan was born in 1928 and probably
started his film work after the war and completion of his National Service and those
call sheets might have gone back as far as 1950.
Yet another most popular stand-in was Jack Dearlove who was a very capable actor
and had several small parts, but as he got a bit older, he acquired a lot of stand-in work
for major stars. Jack’s nickname was ‘Chalkie` as he always carried chalk behind his
ear for marking the floor where to stop etc. Jack was employed for about one year as
Jack Nicholson’s stand-in on The Shining. He also stood in for Harrison Ford on the
first three Star Wars and Indiana Jones films all made at ABP Studios Elstree. Jack also
stood in for Harrison Ford on Hanover Street also shot at Elstree. Richard Gere was
another big job on King David and George Lazenby in On Her Majesty’s Secret Service.
Jack’s list of films would have been of epic length and unable to obtain.
Joan Field was previously mentioned about her not only standing in for Pauline
Collins, but having a very long-standing friendship. Joan also had a long career as a
crowd artiste and was also a popular stand-in where she also stood in for Jane Horrocks
and Helena Bonham-Carter. There was a scene in one of the early Inspector Morse
episodes that I was handling and, in this scene, Lewis (Kevin Whately) had to go to
a church hall to pick his wife up after a concert. I was asked to cast Lewis’s wife and
I put Joan Field in. Even though the scene was shot at night, and we only really saw
Joan in the shadows, Kevin Whately said how well cast Joan was for his wife as she
was so pleasant and lovely. Joan’s husband David Field was also a long-standing FAA
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Above: Tony Hancock and his stand-in Alf Mangan on location in Brighton for
Punch and Judy Man
Below: Kenneth More with his stand-in Jack Mandeville relaxing on location of
The Collector
Both photos from Film Artiste Magazine
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member who did a great deal of standing in as well as crowd work and had also stood
in for Kevin Whately. Ken Coombs eventually took on the job and kept it right through
the shooting of Lewis.
One very quickly arranged stand-in took place on Spies Like Us, the John Landis
film. The unit had moved out to Morocco for about a six-week shoot. I don’t think they
took stand-ins with them and assumed they would recruit them locally. After a few
days being in Morocco I received a call at home on a Saturday morning from their hotel
in Morocco. The request was most urgent as they needed a stand-in for Dan Aykroyd
straight away. I said I’d get onto it immediately and see who I could come up with. I
just couldn’t get any of our regular 6.1 dark haired stand-ins and eventually telephoned
George Avory who lived in central London, but he was unable to fly out the next day
Sunday but would be available to fly out first flight Monday morning. This was agreed
and through someone at Pinewood I was able for them to get the flight booked for
Monday morning where I am sure George collected his tickets at Heathrow and flew out.
I know the film ran over schedule and budget, but I am sure George was in Morocco for
well over six weeks. I am certain he was well rewarded and received the same per dium
as the crew and it became a very high paid job and certainly one of the best paid jobs of
the year for both George and Central Casting.
The brilliant John Triplett could mix being a waiter at the Grosvenor House Hotel
with crowd work and stand-in work. John’s longest run as a stand-in was with George
Cole on the superb TV series Minder. John adored his time on that series and found
George Cole a charming and wonderful man. The only downside was returning home
smelling of cigar smoke. When John was dying of a brain tumour, I contacted Mr Cole
where he responded with a lovely kind note of sympathy. One of John’s other main actors
he stood in for was Ned Beatty who he found funny and delightful.
Another huge stand-in was John Kettringham where his CV would be massive and
included Kirk Douglas on Saturn 3, Mel Gibson on The Bounty and David Bowie on
The Hunger. The Mel Gibson job was a struggle as Sean Brannigan at the FAA was
against the regular stand-ins getting the top jobs where he told me to refuse to book
John Kettringham and insisted they use someone else. The production company were
naturally livid that a trade union would do something like that and eventually the AD
wrote a strong letter to Mr Brannigan giving their valid reasons for wanting this stand-in
and the FAA eventually gave in. I am sure that if the FAA had banned Central Casting
booking John the production company would have booked him direct.
Alan (Butch) Meacham was another extremely popular artiste who would mix crowd
work with stand-in jobs. As previously mentioned, Alan had stood in for a long time on
Space 1999, but another long run he did was for Tony Curtis on The Persuaders where he
got on very well with Mr Curtis and Alan would certainly have kept everyone laughing.
Alan also spent a lot of time at ABP in the sixties on The Saint where he played so many
small parts as croupiers, waiters, hotel and restaurant patrons as well as standing in for
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various guest stars on the series. He also stood in for Peter Wyngarde on Department S
and Jason King.
One of the younger female stand-ins that broke through was the very delightful
and lovely Beverley Keys who made a very big impact upon the stand-in scene when
she auditioned and was selected in 1976 to stand-in for the equally gorgeous Barbara
Bach in The Spy Who Loved Me. Then in 1981 she was selected to be Meryl Streep’s
stand-in on The French Lieutenants Woman that had a very tough and difficult shoot
in Devon and Dorset. Beverley succeeded with flying colours when in 1983 she stood
in for Pamela Salem on Never Say Never Again. Then in 1985 they needed a top standin for Julie Andrews on Victor Victoria where again Beverley did a truly great job and
was a remarkable effort being so young where every employer was delighted by her
qualities. During this time Beverley was married to John Simpkin who was also an FAA
member who acquired work on the first Star Wars films and he still attends the signing
conventions.
When someone might question the oddity of the choice of a stand-in none would
appear odder than on Octopussy where a tall white-haired man stood in for an Asian actor
wearing a turban. The actor was Kabir Bedi, and his chosen stand-in was Mike Reynell
who was 6.1 with white/silvery hair and a pale coloured skin tone. Central Casting did
not make the choice and while the company got what they wanted, one must assume
that the director and camera operator were happy and that’s all that mattered. Mike can
be seen as a Southeby’s employee displaying the Faberge Egg at the auction in Octopussy.
Sometimes a new stand-in would get their chance because of the limited number
of tall women being suitable. This was the case on Aliens at Pinewood Studios with
Sigourney Weaver who was around 510/11 in height. I could not recall who stood in for
the actress on the first Alien film at Shepperton and eventually Aliens went for a lovely
young lady named Janet Aspinall who was around 5.10 and a half and did a good job
even though she was inexperienced. It’s always strange when people say that a person has
no experience, but everyone needs that first job to acquire experience. That is a Catch
22 situation.
Another extremely experienced and superb stand-in was Gerry Addison who was
Glenda Jackson’s stand-in on many films. I know for a fact that both ladies got on very
well and that Glenda would insist that Gerry was always on her films. This was the case
until Glenda Jackson gave up acting to pursue her political career. I give her great credit
for her belief and decision, but in hindsight perhaps she should have stuck with acting
as she was a very gifted performer with a very strong presence. Gerry sadly passed away
during Miss Jacksons political time but realise that Gerry had been a top stand-in for
many other actresses including Sylvia Syms on Ice Cold in Alex and the excellent Victim
plus many more.
For many films Dirk Bogarde’s stand-in was Arnold Schulkes. Mr Bogarde valued
Arnie very highly and made great efforts to get his stand-in on world- wide locations.
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From Film Artiste Magazine

I think in some cases certain artistes/actors need to feel safe and secure where
their stand-in might be a vital part of that process. Arnie had a calm and peaceful
nature about him and was a nice softly spoken person, so perhaps that’s what Dirk
Bogarde liked about him. I know in one of Dirk Bogarde’s books he writes most
fondly about Arnie and just what he meant to him.
Yet another highly rated stand-in was Lew Morgan for Donald Sutherland. At
the time of The Dirty Dozen Donald Sutherland’s stand-in was Mo Dunster, where
I am sure Mo had worked with Sutherland a long time. When the actor went off
to Hollywood he made Mo Dunster his PA and upon returning to work in the UK
Lew Morgan was asked to stand-in and spent time on several Donald Sutherland
films. When Lew became too old to play uniformed policemen and the stand-in
work eased off, he was the first to form his own security company to provide extra
security for films especially on locations. Lew had seen a gap in the market that
needed filling and he was there and took his chance and succeeded. Filming on
location was getting more dangerous and Lew’s type of security company became
invaluable and other companies were formed and followed the pattern.
Some members might only have stood in for one main actor, but they became
very important to the actor and production company. Very much like Lew Hooper
who stood in for Richard Widmark on Murder on The Orient Express, Who Dares
Wins and possibly on The Bedford Incident at Shepperton. Binky Morrice stood in
for Ian Holm on several films including Alien, while Andy Barrett stood in for
Leslie Grantham where both actors were friends with their stand-ins.
Some other members were in great demand as stand-ins, but without having
production call sheet records a great deal of this is difficult to obtain. I know
for a fact that Ann Preston was another prolific stand-in who stood in for Susan
Sarandon and for Michelle Phillips on Valentino. Ann did a great deal of other
stand-in work, but it’s impossible to obtain that information. Bobby Wright on
the other hand had been a photographic model in the early sixties and was a very
good looking slim young man. He eventually came into the FAA where he stood
in for Robert Wagner on The Pink Panther, The War Lover and Madame Sin.
Bobby found times hard and decided to get an ACTT ticket and became a 3rd
AD and did a couple of films as a 2nd AD, but sadly like Ann Preston, Bobby then
passed away.
I do know that The Beatles had stand-ins on A Hard Day’s Night where Eddie
Dillon, John Morris, Ricky Dawson and Derek Baker stood in for the fab four
where two sources confirmed that Eddie stood in for Ringo. I know Eddie died
following a car crash leaving the wrap party of Soft Beds and Hard Battles at
Shepperton, but uncertain what happened to the other three guys. I am told that
people who knew Eddie Dillon said just how funny he was and a total joy to be
around. Lovely that a young man can leave that legacy, but he died so very young.
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During my time in the business Michael Caine used two stand-ins. Jack Carter was
doing the job throughout the sixties and into the seventies as I recall seeing Jack on
location on The Eagle Has Landed. It’s amazing that Caine’s character in the brilliant
Get Carter was named Jack Carter. Eventually when Jack retired Reg Turner got the job.
Roy Everson was also another prolific stand-in who stood in for Warren Beatty on Reds,
Christopher Reeve on Superman 1, 2 and 3. Roy also stood in for Anthony Perkins and
so too did the lovely Canadian Norton Clarke. James Linton had stood in for Roger
Moore, but I am unsure of what films. I do know that John Wood stood in for Roger
Moore on The Spy Who Loved Me where John was an extremely good double for Roger
and did in fact do quite a lot of doubling on that film. John also stood in and doubled
for Roger on Live and Let Die, so one must assume he also did The Man with the Golden
Gun. Following The Spy Who Loved Me, John sold an article to one of the Sunday gutter
press newspapers that was either unkind to the Bond franchise or Roger Moore and I
am certain they dropped him following that. Esme Smythe was an experienced crowd
artiste who stood in for Deborah Kerr and probably had done for many years. Esme did
somewhat resemble Deborah and was extremely proud of her work with the actress that
lasted many years. Eddie (Chick) Fowles was a casting/booker when I started at Central
Casting and Chick was suddenly let go when the agency was down- sizing during the
early seventies film industry recession. Chick had originally worked in the crowd and
had stood in for David Niven and Ian Bannen, so he used his FAA ticket once again to
bring in some much-needed cash. Chick’s son Roland was also in the business as a highly
rated boom operator where Chick was rightly proud of him.
My fellow company director Rosemary Taylor (Hazeldine) had also been in the
crowd starting with Chitty Bang Bang in 1968. Rosemary also did stand-in work for
Prunella Gee and then spent six long hard months filming in the Thames Valley on
Paradise Postponed. Rosemary was a utility stand-in on that series and would have stood
in for Annette Crosbie, Zoe Wanamaker and Jill Bennett. It was a lucrative job but a
tough physical one, but Rosemary still loved the work.
Mother and daughter Irene and Pat Harrison (Eustace) had been FAA members for
years when Pat was selected to stand-in for Maureen O’Hara in 1949’s Britannia Mews
that led to more work with Ingrid Bergman on many films.
Charlie Price had done a lot of standing in during the 50s and 60s and was used
as a stand-in for Curt Jurgens on The Spy Who Loved Me. Charlie also stood in for
Anthony Quinn on The Greek Tycoon and Sean Connery on The Offence. I am also
reliably informed that Sean Connery’s stand-in on the early Bonds was Bill Baskerville.
I was not aware of Terry French doing a lot of stand-in work, but he was John Wayne’s
stand-in on Brannigan. Annette Vellender had also done stand-in work in the past and
this included a long stand-in for Julia Foster on Half a Sixpence. Eileen Harvey was
also a very experienced stand-in for many actresses but can only recall just one -Billie
Whitelaw. Alf Mangan was a very capable crowd artiste and he also stood in for Ronnie
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Barker on the feature film Porridge as well as for Tony Hancock in his feature films. John
Clifford did so many varied stand-ins and I recall him doing Patrick Macnee on The New
Avengers. Mickey Clarke had stood in on several Carry On films for Kenneth Williams.
While Jack Ross was very friendly with John Hurt and stood in for him where it was
Jack who would very often drive John Hurt home. Tony Allen stood in for John Thaw
on Inspector Morse and The Sweeney where he also played George, Regan’s driver and it
is Tony Allen’s feet on the car pedals in the opening credits of The Sweeney. When Tony
switched from crowd work to wardrobe Barry Summerford took over as John Thaw’s
stand-in on Kavanagh QC. Previously, Barry had stood in for Dennis Waterman on The
Sweeney and Minder. Another member who was friendly with an actor was Redman
Bailey who stood in for fellow drinking chum Ian Hendry and I was never aware of Red
standing in for another actor. One member I never personally knew was Jack Mandeville
who was Kenneth More’s stand-in for many years. Jack’s hairline and style was very
similar to Kenneth More and possibly could have doubled for him. Ned Lynch did a lot
of stand-in work and stood in for his good friend Robert Shaw where they probably went
back as far as the 1956 TV series The Buccaneers shot at Nettlefold.
We had a good-looking young model join us who stood 6.3 and was a very good
visual double for Christopher Reeve and we felt we should submit his photograph to
Superman IV preparing at Elstree Studios as a possible stand-in for Christopher Reeve.
Because of how the young model looked the company said yes and he could also have
been very useful as a double. So, this was a case of a company using an untried stand-in
for their major star, but for certain reasons the inexperienced stand-in did not completely
work out. I am sure he completed the shoot, but with hindsight, I think the feeling was
that they should have used an experienced stand-in like Roy Everson who had stood in
for Reeve on the three previous Superman films. I suppose in my mind I felt new standins need to start somewhere and how do they get their first stand-in if no one will take
that chance. That’s all in the past now and is well and truly history.
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Tina Simmons who stood in for Madeline Smith.
Photo from Tina Simmons.
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